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Abstract

In this paper we investigate an alternate, RI-modulation (R = real, I = imaginary) AMS framework for speech enhancement, in which
the real and imaginary parts of the modulation signal are processed in secondary AMS procedures. This framework offers theoretical
advantages over the previously proposed modulation AMS frameworks in that noise is additive in the modulation signal and noisy
acoustic phase is not used to reconstruct speech. Using the MMSE magnitude estimation to modify modulation magnitude spectra, ini-
tial experiments presented in this work evaluate if these advantages translate into improvements in processed speech quality. The effect of
speech presence uncertainty and log-domain processing on MMSE magnitude estimation in the RI-modulation framework is also inves-
tigated. Finally, a comparison of different enhancement approaches applied in the RI-modulation framework is presented. Using sub-
jective and objective experiments as well as spectrogram analysis, we show that RI-modulation MMSE magnitude estimation with
speech presence uncertainty produces stimuli which has a higher preference by listeners than the other RI-modulation types. In compar-
isons to similar approaches in the modulation AMS framework, results showed that the theoretical advantages of the RI-modulation
framework did not translate to an improvement in overall quality, with both frameworks yielding very similar sounding stimuli, but
a clear improvement (compared to the corresponding modulation AMS based approach) in speech intelligibility was found.
� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A wide range of methods have been proposed in the lit-
erature to enhance speech corrupted by additive noise.
These can generally be grouped into spectral subtraction
(Boll, 1979), MMSE (minimum mean-square error) magni-
tude estimation (Ephraim and Malah, 1984), Wiener filter-
ing (Wiener, 1949), Kalman filtering (Paliwal and Basu,
1987), and subspace (Ephraim and Van Trees, 1995) type
methods. Many of these make use of the analysis-modifica-
tion-synthesis (AMS) framework where the magnitude
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spectrum is modified and phase is left unchanged. In these
approaches, processing is traditionally done in the acoustic
domain.

More recently, works have investigated the suitability of
the modulation domain for speech enhancement. Early
efforts assumed noise to be stationary and applied fixed fil-
tering of the trajectories of the acoustic magnitude spec-
trum. However, speech and noise are known to be non-
stationary. Therefore in Paliwal et al. (2010), it was pro-
posed to process the trajectories of the acoustic magnitude
spectrum on a short-time basis, in a dual, modulation AMS
framework.

In Paliwal et al. (2010), the short-time modulation mag-
nitude spectra was modified using the spectral subtraction
algorithm (denoted modulation spectral subtraction or
ModSSub). To avoid introducing musical noise, longer
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modulation frame durations (MFDs) of 256 ms were
required, but this introduced spectral smearing to enhanced
stimuli. As a result of this work, and a later work (Paliwal
et al., 2011) in which it was shown that shorter MFDs are
preferred to improve speech intelligibility and quality, it
was proposed in Paliwal et al. (2012) to apply MMSE spec-
tral magnitude estimation in the short-time modulation
AMS framework (denoted the modulation magnitude esti-
mator or MME). Using this approach, the problem of
compensating for musical noise (for appropriately selected
smoothing parameter) was overcome, enabling use of a
shorter MFD. Experiments presented in that work showed
MME to have considerably improved noise suppression
compared to the acoustic magnitude estimator (AME) for-
mulations of Ephraim and Malah (1984, 1985), without
musical noise or the spectral smearing of ModSSub.

However, in the MME method (and ModSSub), we
have made the assumption of additivity of the clean and
noise magnitude spectra. While this assumption is not actu-
ally correct, it was rationalised by evidence that at high
SNRs (signal-to-noise ratios) the acoustic phase spectrum
is largely unchanged by additive noise distortion. Addition-
ally, the acoustic phase spectra has been left unmodified,
justified by the assumption that the acoustic phase spectum
is less important for speech enhancement when using Ham-
ming windowed frames of 20–40 ms in duration. However,
for lower SNRs (less than around 8 dB (Loizou, 2007)), the
use of noisy phase can introduce a type of roughness dis-
tortion to the speech.

In this work, we investigate whether the MME method
can be further improved by processing the temporal trajec-
tories of both the real and imaginary components of the
acoustic spectrum. This alternate RI-modulation frame-
work, offers the advantage that the noisy acoustic phase
is not used in the reconstruction of stimuli. Further, clean
and noise spectra are additive in this framework. It is also
noted that while Zhang and Zhao (2011, 2013) have
recently applied real and imaginary processing of modula-
tion signals using spectral subtraction for modulation mag-
nitude modification (denoted RISSub), they have not
investigated use of MMSE magnitude estimation in this
type of framework.

Experiments presented initially compare the quality of
RI-modulation (R = real, I = imaginary) magnitude esti-
mation stimuli to acoustic magnitude estimation and mod-
ulation magnitude estimation stimuli. MMSE magnitude
estimation formulations with speech presence uncertainty
(SPU) and in the log-domain, are also investiaged in the
RI-modulation framework. Finally, RI-modulation-based
methods are compared. Of the RI formulations, RI-modu-
lation magnitude estimation with speech presence uncer-
tainty is shown to have significantly improved quality
compared to RISSub. Results also indicate that while there
are clear theoretical benefits to the implementation of
enhancement algorithms (such as MMSE magnitude esti-
mation) in the RI-modulation framework, the subjective
quality of enhanced speech is similar to that generated
using the same modification approach in the modulation
AMS framework. However, while modulation MMSE
magnitude estimation resulted in some distortion which
reduced the intelligibility of processed stimuli, RI-modula-
tion-based methods were less effected, having much higher
intelligibility scores compared to MME-based methods.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the RI-modulation framework and MMSE-based
methods for modifying modulation magnitude spectra in
this framework. In Section 3, we give details of procedures
for experiments conducted in later sections. Section 4 then
evaluates the quality of stimuli enhanced using MMSE
magnitude estimation in the RI-modulation framework
by comparison to acoustic and modulation frameworks.
Section 5 compares the stimuli quality resulting from each
of the RI-modulation based methods investigated, and Sec-
tion 6 compares the intelligibility of processed stimuli.
Final conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Speech enhancement in the RI-modulation framework

2.1. RI-modulation AMS framework

In the RI-modulation AMS framework, like that pro-
posed in Zhang and Zhao (2011), the trajectories of the real
and imaginary parts of the acoustic spectrum are used to
construct modulation signals, then each signal is processed
in secondary modulation AMS frameworks. Details of this
procedure are as follows.

Let us assume an additive noise model in which clean
speech is corrupted by uncorrelated additive noise to pro-
duce noisy speech

xðnÞ ¼ sðnÞ þ dðnÞ; ð1Þ

where xðnÞ; sðnÞ, and dðnÞ are the noisy speech, clean
speech, and noise signals, respectively, and n denotes the
discrete-time index. The noisy speech signal can be pro-
cessed using the running short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) analysis (Vary and Martin, 2006) given by

X ðl; kÞ ¼
XN�1

n¼0

xðnþ lZÞwðnÞe�j2pnk=N ; ð2Þ

where l refers to the acoustic frame index, k refers to the
index of the acoustic frequency, N is the acoustic frame
duration (AFD) in samples, Z is the acoustic frame shift
(AFS) in samples, and wðnÞ is the acoustic analysis window
function. Here, the Hamming window function is used for
analysis.

The STFT of the speech signal is a complex valued spec-
trum including a real and imaginary part which can be
expressed as

X ðl; kÞ ¼ X Rðl; kÞ þ j:X Iðl; kÞ; ð3Þ

where X Rðl; kÞ is the real part of X ðl; kÞ, and X Iðl; kÞ is the
imaginary part of X ðl; kÞ. The time trajectories for each fre-
quency component of the real acoustic spectrum and the



Fig. 1. Block diagram of the RI-modulation AMS-based framework for
speech enhancement.
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imaginary acoustic spectrum can each be processed frame-
wise using a secondary AMS procedure as follows. The
running STFT of the real acoustic spectrum can be used
to compute the modulation spectrum as

XRð‘; k;mÞ ¼
XN�1

l¼0

X Rðlþ ‘ZÞvðlÞe�j2plm=N ; ð4Þ

where ‘ is the modulation frame index, k is the index of the
acoustic frequency, m refers to the index of the modulation
frequency, N is the modulation frame duration (MFD) in
terms of acoustic frames, Z is the modulation frame shift
(MFS) in terms of acoustic frames, and vðlÞ is the modula-
tion analysis window function. Again, the Hamming win-
dow function is used for analysis. The modulation
spectrum can be written in polar form as

XRð‘; k;mÞ ¼ XRð‘; k;mÞj je j\XRð‘;k;mÞ; ð5Þ

where jXRð‘; k;mÞj is the modulation magnitude spectrum,
and \XRð‘; k;mÞ is the modulation phase spectrum. In the
present work, the modulation magnitude spectrum of clean
speech jSRð‘; k;mÞj is estimated from the noisy modulation
magnitude spectrum, while the noisy modulation phase
spectrum is left unchanged. The modified modulation spec-
trum is then given by

YRð‘; k;mÞ ¼ jbSRð‘; k;mÞje j\XRð‘;k;mÞ; ð6Þ

where jbSRð‘; k;mÞj is an estimate of the clean modulation
magnitude spectrum. Eq. (6) can also be written in terms
of spectral gain function, GRð‘; k;mÞ, applied to the modu-
lation spectrum of noisy speech as follows

YRð‘; k;mÞ ¼ GRð‘; k;mÞXRð‘; k;mÞ; ð7Þ

where

GRð‘; k;mÞ ¼
jbSRð‘; k;mÞj
jXRð‘; k;mÞj

: ð8Þ

The inverse STFT operation, followed by least-squares
overlap-add synthesis (Quatieri, 2002), are then used to
compute the modified real acoustic spectrum as given by

Y Rðl; kÞ ¼
X
‘

vs l� ‘Zð Þ
XN�1

m¼0

YRð‘; k;mÞe j2pðl�‘ZÞm=N

( )
;

ð9Þ

where vsðlÞ is the modulation synthesis window function.
Similarly, the running STFT of the imaginary acoustic

spectrum can be used to calculate the modulation spec-
trum, and processed in a similar way to give the modified
imaginary acoustic spectrum

Y Iðl; kÞ ¼
X
‘

vs l� ‘Zð Þ
XN�1

m¼0

YIð‘; k;mÞe j2pðl�‘ZÞm=N

( )
:

ð10Þ

The modified acoustic spectrum is then found as

Y ðl; kÞ ¼ Y Rðl; kÞ þ jY Iðl; kÞ: ð11Þ
The enhanced speech signal is constructed by applying
the inverse STFT operation, followed by least-squares
overlap-add synthesis, to the modified acoustic spectrum
as given by

yðnÞ ¼
X

l

ws n� lZð Þ
XN�1

k¼0

Y ðl; kÞe j2pðn�lZÞk=N

( )
; ð12Þ

where wsðnÞ is the acoustic synthesis window function. The
modified Hanning window (Griffin and Lim, 1984) was
used for both the acoustic and modulation synthesis win-
dows. A block diagram of the AMS-based framework for
speech enhancement in the short-time RI-modulation do-
main is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. MMSE magnitude estimation in the RI-modulation

AMS framework

The minimum mean-square error short-time spectral
amplitude estimator of Ephraim and Malah (1984) has
been employed in the past for speech enhancement in the
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acoustic frequency domain with much success. Further, it
has been successfully applied in the modulation domain
to show improved noise suppression without the introduc-
tion of musical noise or spectral smearing (Paliwal et al.,
2012). In the present work we propose its application in
the RI-modulation AMS framework described in Sec-
tion 2.1. The resulting MMSE-based method is denoted
RIMME (Real and Imaginary Modulation Magnitude
Estimator).

In the RIMME method, the modulation magnitude
spectrum of clean speech (for both the real and imagi-
nary trajectories) are estimated from the noisy observa-
tions so as to minimise the mean-square error between
the modulation magnitude spectra of the clean and
estimated speech.

Since STFT is a linear operation, the additive noise
model assumed in the time domain in Eq. (1) translates
to the acoustic spectral domain from Eq. (2), and to RI-
modulation spectral domain from Eqs. (3) and (4). This
means that we can write

XRð‘; k;mÞ ¼ SRð‘; k;mÞ þ DRð‘; k;mÞ; ð13Þ

and X Ið‘; k;mÞ ¼ SIð‘; k;mÞ þ DIð‘; k;mÞ; ð14Þ

where all variables are complex. In order to compute the
MMSE estimate of jSRð‘; k;mÞj and jSIð‘; k;mÞj, we assume
that the individual short-time modulation spectral compo-
nents of SRð‘; k;mÞ;SIð‘; k;mÞ;DRð‘; k;mÞ, and DIð‘; k;mÞ
are independent, identically distributed Gaussian random
variables. This assumption can be justified using arguments
similar to those given in Ephraim and Malah (1984) and
Paliwal et al. (2012).

The modulation magnitude spectrum calculated from
the real acoustic spectrum of the clean speech is esti-
mated from the noisy modulation spectrum under the
MMSE criterion (following Ephraim and Malah,
1984) as

jbSRð‘; k;mÞj ¼E SRð‘; k;mÞj j jXRð‘; k;mÞ½ � ð15Þ
¼GRð‘; k;mÞjXRð‘; k;mÞj; ð16Þ

where GRð‘; k;mÞ is the RIMME spectral gain function gi-
ven by

GRð‘; k;mÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
p
p

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mRð‘; k;mÞ

p
cRð‘; k;mÞ

K mRð‘; k;mÞ½ �: ð17Þ

Here, mRð‘; k;mÞ is defined as

mRð‘; k;mÞ ,
nRð‘; k;mÞ

1þ nRð‘; k;mÞ
cRð‘; k;mÞ ð18Þ

and K½�� is the function

K½h� ¼ exp � h
2

� �
ð1þ hÞ I0

h
2

� �
þ h I1

h
2

� �� �
; ð19Þ

where I0ð�Þ and I1ð�Þ denote the modified Bessel functions
of zero and first order, respectively. In Eq. (18), nð‘; k;mÞ
and cð‘; k;mÞ are interpreted as the a priori and a posteriori

SNR. The a posteriori SNR is estimated as
ĉRð‘; k;mÞ ¼
XRð‘; k;mÞj j2

k̂Rð‘; k;mÞ
; ð20Þ

where k̂Rð‘; k;mÞ is an estimate of kRð‘; k;mÞ ,
E jDRð‘; k;mÞj2
h i

. The decision-directed approach in the

short-time spectral modulation domain is used to estimate
the a priori SNR as

n̂Rð‘;k;mÞ¼ a
jbSRð‘�1;k;mÞj2

k̂Rð‘�1;k;mÞ
þð1�aÞmax½ĉRð‘;k;mÞ�1;0�:

ð21Þ

Here a controls the trade-off between noise reduction and
transient distortion (Cappe, 1994; Ephraim and Malah,
1984). The minimum value of a priori SNR is additionally
limited to the lower bound nmin in order to prevent exces-
sively low SNRs adversely effecting the resulting estimate.

An initial estimate of noise is also needed. This is calcu-
lated by averaging of the modulation power spectrum of
leading silence frames, and updated during silence regions
via recursive averaging. Speech presence or absence is
determined, using a statistical model-based voice activity
detector (VAD) algorithm (Sohn et al., 1999) applied in
the RI-modulation domain. This estimation method is kept
the same as that used for the MME method (Paliwal et al.,
2012) for the purpose of comparison.

The above method for modifying the modulation mag-
nitude spectra for the trajectories of the real acoustic spec-
trum is similarly applied to the modulation magnitude
spectra for the trajectories of the imaginary acoustic spec-
trum. Analysis and synthesis procedures are otherwise as
described by the RI-modulation AMS framework in
Section 2.1.
2.3. Variations on MMSE magnitude estimation in the RI-

modulation framework

In Ephraim and Malah (1984), the AME under the
uncertainty of speech presence, was shown to result in fur-
ther improvement in the quality of processed speech. In a
subsequent work, Ephraim and Malah (1985) proposed
to apply the AME approach in the log-magnitude spec-
trum, which is more suited to speech processing, to also
show improvement. Motivated by this, Paliwal et al.
(2012) proposed similar MMSE processing in the modula-
tion domain, showing that the MME approach can be fur-
ther improved by use of speech presence uncertainly (SPU)
or by log-magnitude processing. In this work, we similarly
investigate the application of both SPU and log-magnitude
spectral processing to the RIMME formulation.
2.3.1. RIMME with speech presence uncertainty

Incorporating SPU, the optimal estimate of the modula-
tion magnitude spectrum, for the trajectories of the real
acoustic spectrum, is given by

jbSRð‘; k;mÞj ¼ /Rð‘; k;mÞGRð‘; k;mÞjXRð‘; k;mÞj; ð22Þ



3 The AFD used for MME and RIMME-based methods is longer than
that used for AME-based methods. This was chosen for consistency with
previous work. Use of shorter durations such as 25 ms (as used for
RISSub in Section 5) or 20 ms, result in a similar or slightly improved
speech quality.

4 Shorter AFS were used for MME and RIMME-based methods to
increase the sampling frequency in the modulation spectrum. Use of
longer AFS can introduce a reverberant quality to processed stimuli.

5 As found for MME, use of longer MFS resulted in the introduction of
slurred and echoed speech distortions. A MFS equal to AFS (i.e., 1 ms)
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where GRð‘; k;mÞ is the RIMME spectral gain function gi-
ven by Eq. (17), and /Rð‘; k;mÞ is given by

/Rð‘; k;mÞ ¼
KRð‘; k;mÞ

1þ KRð‘; k;mÞ
; ð23Þ

with

KRð‘; k;mÞ ¼
ð1� qmÞ

qm

:
exp mRð‘; k;mÞð Þ
1þ n̂Rð‘; k;mÞ

; ð24Þ

and mRð‘; k;mÞ given by Eq. (18). Here, the tunable param-
eter qm is the probability of speech presence in the mth
spectral component.

Similarly, the modulation magnitude spectrum for the
trajectories of the imaginary acoustic spectrum can be cal-
culated. Applying bSRð‘; k;mÞ and bS Ið‘; k;mÞ in the frame-
work described in Section 2.1 produces stimuli denoted
type RIMME + SPU.

2.3.2. RIMME of the log-modulation magnitude spectrum

Minimising the mean-square error of the log-modula-
tion magnitude spectrum for the trajectories of the real
acoustic spectrum, the optimal estimate of the modulation
magnitude spectrum is given by

jbSRð‘; k;mÞj ¼ GRð‘; k;mÞjXRð‘; k;mÞj; ð25Þ

where GRð‘; k;mÞ is the spectral gain function given by

GRð‘; k;mÞ ¼ mRð‘; k;mÞ exp
1

2
Ei mRð‘; k;mÞ½ �

� �
: ð26Þ

Ei½�� is the exponential integral and mRð‘; k;mÞ is given by
Eq. (18).

The modulation magnitude spectrum for the trajectories
of the imaginary acoustic spectrum are similarly calculated.
Stimuli denoted type logRIMME results from applying the
expressions for jbSRð‘; k;mÞj and jbS Ið‘; k;mÞj in the frame-
work described in Section 2.1.

3. Experiments

In Section 4, we present results from a series of experi-
ments aimed to subjectively and objectively evaluate the
effectiveness of the RI-modulation AMS framework for
speech enhancement, and the quality of stimuli enhanced
using the MMSE magnitude estimator in that framework.
Comparisons are made to corresponding formulations in
the modulation AMS framework previously proposed
and those in the acoustic AMS framework. In this section,
we describe the corpus and experimental procedures used
by these experiments before presenting the details and
results of experiments conducted in the following section.

3.1. Corpus

The Noizeus speech corpus (Loizou, 2007; Hu and Loi-
zou, 2007)2 was used for the experiments presented
2 The Noizeus speech corpus is publicly available on-line at the
following url: http://www.utdallas.edu/�loizou/speech/noizeus.
throughout this work. The corpus contains 30 phoneti-
cally-balanced sentences belonging to six speakers (three
males and three females), and each having an average
length of around 2.6 s. The recorded speech was originally
sampled at 25 kHz. The recordings were then downsam-
pled to 8 kHz and filtered to simulate the receiving fre-
quency characteristics of telephone handsets. For our
experiments, clean stimuli were augmented to include an
additional 500 ms of leading silence, ensuring stimuli were
long enough for initial noise estimation in the modulation
domain. Noisy stimuli were then generated by degrading
the clean stimuli with additive noise at different SNRs.
Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), pink, and babble
noise types were employed.
3.2. Stimuli generation

Experiments presented in the following section compare
MMSE-based formulations in acoustic, modulation and
RI-modulation AMS frameworks. In the acoustic domain,
stimuli types are the acoustic magnitude estimator (Ephraim
and Malah, 1984) (AME), acoustic magnitude estimation
with SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984) (AME + SPU), and
acoustic log-magnitude estimation (Ephraim and Malah,
1985) (logAME). AME-based stimuli were generated using
a publicly available reference implementation (Loizou,
2007). These implementations used a 20 ms AFD and a
10 ms AFS. The decision-directed approach was used for
the a priori SNR estimation, with the smoothing factor set
to 0.98, and the a priori SNR lower bound set to �25 dB.

Modulation domain implementations investigated
include modulation magnitude estimation (MME), modu-
lation magnitude estimation with SPU (MME + SPU),
and modulation log-magnitude estimation (logMME) (Pal-
iwal et al., 2012). Stimuli of these types were generated
using MMSE magnitude estimation formulations in the
modulation-AMS framework as described in Paliwal
et al. (2012). For the RI-modulation domain formulations,
stimuli types evaluated include RIMME, RIMME + SPU
and logRIMME. Stimuli of these types were generated as
described in Section 2. Both MME and RIMME based
stimuli were all generated using an AFD of 32 ms,3 AFS
of 1 ms,4 MFD of 32 ms, MFS of 2 ms,5 a priori SNR esti-
yields similar sounding stimuli for RIMME, while for MME, speech
sounded somewhat bottled. A MDS of 2 ms both halved the computation
time and generally provided better sounding speech for both RIMME and
MME methods.

http://www.utdallas.edu/~loizou/speech/noizeus
http://www.utdallas.edu/~loizou/speech/noizeus


Table 1
Value for decision-directed smoothing parameter (a)
used for generation of MME and RIMME-based
stimuli.

Method a

MME 0.998
MME + SPU 0.995
logMME 0.996
RIMME 0.998
RIMME + SPU 0.995
logRIMME 0.996
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mate lower bound (nmin) of �25 dB, and decision-directed
smoothing parameter as given in Table 1.

Each type of MMSE magnitude estimation method
investigated calculates the noise estimate using a similar
approach. The initial noise estimate is calculated from
the average (acoustic, modulation, or RI-modulation)
magnitude spectrum of leading silence frames, and is
updated during non-speech frames using an averaging rule
like that given in Eq. (27) (Virag, 1999). For example, for
RIMME, the updated estimate (for the real part) is found
as

jbDRð‘;k;mÞj ¼ CjbDRð‘�1;k;mÞj2þð1�CÞjXRð‘;k;mÞj2
h i1

2

;

ð27Þ
where C is a forgetting factor chosen according to the sta-
tionarity of the noise. As recommended in Ephraim and
Malah (1984) and used in the reference implementation
of AME (Loizou, 2007), a forgetting factor of 0.98 is used.
Speech presence or absence is determined using a log-like-
lihood based VAD (Sohn et al., 1999), applied in the acous-
tic, modulation or RI-modulation domain. For example,
for RIMME-based methods, each modulation domain seg-
ment is classified as either having speech present (1) or
speech absent (0) according to the binary rule

URðl; kÞ ¼
1; if uRðl; kÞP W

0; otherwise

�
; ð28Þ

where uRðl; kÞ is given by

uRðl; kÞ ¼
1

M

X
m

mRð‘; k;mÞ � logð1� nð‘; k;mÞ½ � ð29Þ

and mRð‘; k;mÞ is given by Eq. (18). All MMSE magnitude
estimation methods used a threshold of W ¼ 0:15.

3.3. Subjective testing procedure

Subjective testing was done in the form of AB listening
tests that determined parameter preference. Each listening
test was conducted in a separate session, in a quiet room,
and consisted of stimuli pairs played back in randomised
order over closed circumaural headphones at a comfort-
able listening level. For each stimuli pair, the listeners were
presented with three labelled options on a computer and
asked to make a subjective preference. The first and second
options were used to indicate a preference for the corre-
sponding stimuli, while the third option was used to indi-
cate a similar preference for both stimuli. The listeners
were instructed to use the third option only when they
did not prefer one stimulus over the other. Pair-wise scor-
ing was used, with a score of +1 awarded to the preferred
treatment, and 0 to the other. For the similar preference
response, each treatment was awarded a score of +0.5. Par-
ticipants could re-listen to stimuli if required.

Since use of the entire corpus was not feasible for human
listening tests, in our experiments four sentences (sp1, sp10,
sp11 and sp27), belonging to two male and two female
speakers, were employed. For each evaluation reported in
Section 4, two separate listening tests were conducted. In
the first, the four sentences corrupted with 5 dB of AWGN
were investigated. In the second, two sentences (sp1 and
sp11) corrupted with 5 dB of pink noise, and two sentences
(sp10 and sp27) corrupted with 5 dB of babble noise were
used. Each listening test played all combinations of treat-
ment-types (with order considered important) for each sen-
tence, to listeners. Each listener therefore heard a total of
80 stimuli-pair combinations, in each listening test. Eight
listeners participated in each experiment conducted.

3.4. Objective experimental procedure

Objective experiments were carried out over the entire
Noizeus corpus for AWGN, pink, and babble noise types,
at SNRs of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 dB. Each objective mea-
sure rated the quality of degraded stimuli with reference to
the clean signal. Mean scores were calculated across the 30
sentences of the Noizeus corpus, for each treatment type,
noise type, and input SNR. Objective measures utilised
include the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
(Rix et al., 2001) measure, and the segmental SNR (Quac-
kenbush et al., 1988) measure.

4. RI-modulation framework evaluation

As previously mentioned, MMSE magnitude estima-
tion has been shown in Paliwal et al. (2012) to work well
in the modulation AMS framework (MME), producing
speech stimuli with improved noise suppression com-
pared to the AME formulations. In this work, we have
proposed to apply MMSE magnitude estimation in the
RI-modulation framework, which offers the theoretical
advantages that clean speech and noise are additive in
the acoustic spectra and noisy acoustic phase is not used
for signal reconstruction. In this section, we evaluate if
these advantages translate into improvements in speech
quality by comparing each of the MMSE magnitude esti-
mation formulations implemented in the RI-modulation
framework, to the corresponding formulations imple-
mented in the acoustic and modulation AMS frame-
works. Comparison is done with use of both objective
and subjective experiments.
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Fig. 3. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with pink noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) AME (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME.
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Fig. 4. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with babble noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) AME (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME.
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4.1. MMSE spectral magnitude estimation experiments

Subjective and objective experiments were conducted to
compare the quality of clean, noisy, and noisy stimuli
enhanced using MMSE magnitude estimation enhance-
ment methods including AME, MME and RIMME.
Experiments were conducted under the conditions
described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, for subjective and objec-
tive testing, respectively.

Mean subjective preference scores for the AWGN exper-
iment are shown in Fig. 2, and mean PESQ scores and seg-
mental SNRs are shown in Figs. 5 and 8, respectively. Both
subjective results and segmental SNRs indicate MME and
RIMME to be of similar quality and preferred over AME.
Contrary to this, PESQ results suggest, especially at low
SNRs, that RIMME offers a small improvement over
MME, and also indicates there is only a small difference
to AME. Considering the spectrogram of an example utter-
ance for AWGN at 5 dB shown in Fig. 11, it can be seen
that there is a clear improvement by MME and RIMME
over AME, and that both MME and RIMME appear sim-
ilar, supporting the results of the subjective experiment.
Listening to stimuli, the difference between MME and
RIMME can not be distinguished, the residual noise in
both is white in nature, and there is no apparent musical
noise.

Subjective preference scores for pink and babble noise
types are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Correspond-
ing mean PESQ scores are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and
mean segmental SNRs are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For
pink noise, subjective scores show a small preference for
MME over RIMME, with both clearly preferred over
AME. This preference for MME is attributed to a small
distortion during speech regions in RIMME stimuli that
was noticed by some listeners. Again we find there is a dif-
ference between the subjective preference and that indi-
cated by the mean PESQ scores, where (at low SNRs)
AME and MME had similar PESQ scores and RIMME
scored higher. Segmental SNRs for pink noise were closer
to subjective scores, with AME scoring considerably lower
than both MME and RIMME. Segmental SNRs of
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Fig. 2. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with 5 dB AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment
types: (c) AME (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) RIMME.
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Fig. 5. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.
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Fig. 6. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.
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Fig. 7. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with babble
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.
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Fig. 8. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.
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Fig. 9. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.
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RIMME where a little higher than MME at lower input
SNRs, but overall they were shown to be very similar.
For babble noise, both subjective and objective scores
show MME and RIMME to be of similar quality, with lis-
teners generally unable to discern between these two types.
Both subjective scores and segmental SNRs indicate good
improvement by both MME and RIMME over AME.

These results suggest that MMSE magnitude estimation
performs equally well in the modulation and RI-modula-
tion frameworks, with negligible difference between the
resulting stimuli. Results also suggest that segmental SNRs
were more consistent with subjective preference scores for
the type of processed stimuli considered here.
4.2. MMSE magnitude estimation under speech presence

uncertainty experiments

Here, experiments compared the quality of stimuli
enhanced using AME + SPU, MME + SPU, and RIM-
ME + SPU. Mean subjective preferences from subjective
experiments for AWGN are shown in Fig. 12, mean PESQ
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Fig. 10. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
babble noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) AME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
RIMME.

Fig. 11. Spectrograms of sp10 utterance, “The sky that morning was clear
and bright blue”, by a male speaker from the Noizeus speech corpus: (a)
clean speech; (b) speech degraded by AWGN at 5 dB SNR; and noisy
speech enhanced using: (c) AME (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME
(Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME.
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scores are shown in Fig. 15 and mean segmental SNRs are
shown in Fig. 18. Subjective scores show that while both
MME + SPU and RIMME + SPU were preferred over
AME + SPU, there is no significant difference between
them. AME + SPU stimuli, on the other hand, has consid-
erably more background noise and speech has a roughness
quality, and consequently it scored low compared to
MME + SPU and RIMME + SPU.

Results of subjective and objective experiments for pink
noise are shown in Figs. 13, 16 and 19. In the RIM-
ME + SPU stimuli, there was a tonal sound present which
resulted in a reduced preference for this stimuli type.
MME + SPU stimuli, while sounding a little more bottled,
did not have the other distortions present in RIM-
ME + SPU, resulting in MME + SPU having higher pref-
erence scores in the presence of pink noise.

Figs. 14, 17 and 20 show results of subjective and objec-
tive experiments for stimuli corrupted with babble noise.
For babble noise, MME + SPU and RIMME + SPU stim-
uli sounded very much the same, corresponding to the close
mean subjective (and objective) scores recorded for these
treatment types.

Segmental SNRs for each noise type were relatively con-
sistent with subjective scores, showing similar SNRs for
MME + SPU and RIMME + SPU for AWGN and pink
noise types, and a small preference for MME + SPU for
babble noise. For each type of noise, AME + SPU scored
a lower segmental SNR than both MME + SPU and RIM-
ME + SPU treatment types, consistent with the lower pref-
erence for AME + SPU stimuli recorded in subjective
testing.

PESQ scores for each noise type again showed some-
what different results, with AME + SPU generally scoring
higher, followed by RIMME + SPU then MME + SPU.
This is inconsistent with subjective scores and suggests that
the bottling effect present in MME + SPU and
RIMME + SPU was penalised heavily by PESQ, with a
preference for background noise over this type of
distortion.

Overall, results suggest that for some noise types,
MME + SPU stimuli may be preferred over RIM-
ME + SPU due to an additional minor distortion intro-
duced by RIMME + SPU. However, in general, there is
little difference in how the resulting stimuli sounds, and
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Fig. 12. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded at 5 dB AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment
types: (c) AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU
(Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 13. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with pink noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d)
MME + SPU (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 14. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with babble noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d)
MME + SPU (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 15. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types: (c)
AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 16. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types: (c)
AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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therefore we can conclude that the MMSE magnitude esti-
mation with SPU also works with similar effectiveness in
both modulation and RI-modulation frameworks.
4.3. MMSE modulation log-magnitude estimation
experiments

In this third set of experiments, we compare the quality
of stimuli enhanced using LogAME, LogMME, and
LogRIMME. Subjective preference scores for AWGN
and babble noise, shown in Figs. 21 and 23, show similar
results to those seen for MMSE magnitude estimation with
SPU in Section 4.2. Results show LogMME and LogRIM-
ME to have similar scores with LogMME being only a lit-
tle (and not significantly) higher. LogMME and
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Fig. 17. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with babble
noise); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types: (c)
AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 18. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types: (c)
AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 19. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
pink noise); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types: (c)
AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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Fig. 20. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
babble noise); and stimuli generated using the following treatment types:
(c) AME + SPU (Ephraim and Malah, 1984); (d) MME + SPU (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) RIMME + SPU.
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LogRIMME stimuli sound very much the same, corre-
sponding to the similar scores recorded for AWGN and
babble.

For pink noise, subjective preferences shown in
Fig. 22, like the results for pink noise in the previous
section, have a higher preference for LogMME than
LogRIMME. In the LogRIMME stimuli, there is a
chirping type of artefact which can be heard. While this
sound is soft and in the background, it distinguishes it
from LogMME with many listeners. Apart from this
artefact, LogMME and LogRIMME stimuli sound much
the same, and have a much improved removal of noise
compared to LogAME.

Mean segmental SNRs for each noise type are shown in
Figs. 27–29. Here, LogMME and LogRIMME show
almost the same mean SNRs. A small difference is again
noted for pink noise, but here, LogRIMME is shown to
be a little higher at lower SNRs. Overall, SNRs indicate
similar quality for LogMME and LogRIMME stimuli,
with both being a considerable improvement on LogAME.

PESQ scores for AWGN and babble noise types
(Figs. 24 and 26) show little difference between scores for
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Fig. 21. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with 5 dB AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment
types: (c) LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal
et al., 2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 22. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with pink noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME
(Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 23. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with babble noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME
(Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 24. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with 5 dB
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) LogAME
(Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al., 2012); and (e)
LogRIMME.
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Fig. 25. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c)
LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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LogAME, LogMME and LogRIMME. Scores for pink
noise (Fig. 25) show LogAME and LogRIMME to be sim-
ilar, with LogMME scoring a little lower. As found in pre-
vious experiments involving MMSE modulation
magnitude estimation-based method, these objective results
are inconsistent with subjective scores recorded.

To conclude, we have again found that both LogMME
and LogRIMME resulted in improved quality compared to
LogAME, but that LogRIMME performs similarly or a lit-
tle worse than LogMME in enhancing stimuli corrupted
with additive noise. Stimuli generated using LogMME
and LogRIMME sounded mostly the same, with minor
artefact audible in some LogRIMME stimuli, resulting in
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Fig. 26. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with babble
noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c)
LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 27. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
5 dB AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c)
LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 28. Mean semental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c)
LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 29. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
babble noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c)
LogAME (Ephraim and Malah, 1985); (d) LogMME (Paliwal et al.,
2012); and (e) LogRIMME.
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lower preference scores for that type. These results are sim-
ilar to those found for RIMME and RIMME + SPU in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, indicating that the theoretical benefits
of the RI-modulation framework has not resulted in any
significant overall improvement in enhanced speech
quality.

5. RI-modulation magnitude estimator evaluation

In both the acoustic and modulation domains, MMSE
magnitude estimation has been shown to address the musi-
cal noise problem of the spectral subtraction approach (in
those frameworks), resulting in stimuli with improved
speech quality without the presence of musical type distor-
tion. Results presented in the previous section suggest that
a similar improvement upon RI-modulation spectral sub-
traction (RISSub) should be expected from use of MMSE
magnitude estimation in the RI-modulation framework.
Therefore in this section, we aim to verify which of the
enhancement methods evaluated works best in the RI-
modulation framework. Experiments presented compare
enhanced speech quality of spectral subtraction (Zhang
and Zhao, 2011, 2013) (RISSub), and each of the MMSE
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Fig. 30. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with 5 dB AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment
types: (c) RISSub (Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIM-
ME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 31. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with pink noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e)
RIMME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 32. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy
(degraded with babble noise at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the
treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e)
RIMME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
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magnitude estimation formulations in the RI-modulation
framework.

5.1. Stimuli generation

Stimuli used in experiments include RIMME, RIM-
ME + SPU and Log-RIMME, which are generated as
described in Section 3, and RISSub which are generated
using a spectral subtraction algorithm similar to that of
Berouti et al. (1979) in the RI-modulation framework
described in Section 2.1. For RISSub, the modulation mag-
nitude spectra of the clean signal for each acoustic fre-
quency component of the real acoustic spectra is
estimated as

jbSRð‘;k;mÞj ¼
ðDð‘;k;mÞÞ

1
s; if Dð‘;k;mÞP bjbDRð‘;k;mÞjs;

bjbDRð‘;k;mÞjs
� 	1

s
; otherwise;

8<:
where Dð‘;k;mÞ¼ jXRð‘;k;mÞjs�qjbDRð‘;k;mÞjs:

ð30Þ

In Eq. (30), q denotes the subtraction factor that governs
the amount of over-subtraction (Berouti et al., 1979); b is
the spectral floor parameter used to set spectral magnitude

values falling below the spectral floor bjbDRð‘; k;mÞjs
� 	1

s
to

that spectral floor; and s determines the subtraction do-
main (e.g. for s ¼ 1, subtraction is performed in the magni-
tude spectral domain, while for s ¼ 2, subtraction is
performed in the magnitude-squared spectral domain).
The modulation magnitude spectra of the clean signal for
each acoustic frequency component of the imaginary
acoustic spectra is estimated in a similar manner to that de-
scribed for the real acoustic spectra.

The estimate of the modulation magnitude spectrum of
the noise for the real (or imaginary) acoustic spectrum,
denoted by bDRð‘; k;mÞ, is initially calculated as the average
spectrum during the initial silence frames, then updated
during speech absence using the following averaging rule
(Virag, 1999)

jbDRð‘;k;mÞj ¼ ½CjbDRð‘�1;k;mÞj2þð1�CÞjXRð‘;k;mÞj2�
1
2;

ð31Þ

where C is a forgetting factor chosen according to the sta-
tionarity of the noise. Speech presence or absence is deter-
mined by the decision from a simple segmental SNR based
VAD applied in the modulation domain, with a segmental
SNR of less than 3 dB indicating speech absence.

It is noted that the above described RISSub method dif-
fers slightly from that proposed in Zhang and Zhao (2011)
for consistency with other methods evaluated. Here, all
methods use the same initial noise estimation approach
(as described above) and the subtraction factor calculation
method is based on Berouti et al. (1979). Other parameters
used were those found to work best and as reported in
Zhang and Zhao (2011). These include a 25 ms AFD,
2.5 ms MFS, 120 ms MFD, 15 ms MFS, s of 1 for subtrac-
tion performed in the modulation magnitude spectral
domain, and spectral floor (b) of 0.005.
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5.2. Results and discussion

Objective and subjective experiments were conducted
under similar conditions to that described in Sections 3.4
and 3.3. Here, subjective tests for AWGN used only sen-
tences sp10 and sp27 (by a male and female speaker) due
to the increased number of treatment types and therefore
test size. Additionally, tests for pink and babble noise types
were conducted in separate sessions, resulting in 3 separate
listening experiments. For each experiment (and noise
type), listeners made a subjective preference for each of
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Fig. 33. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f)
LogRIMME.
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Fig. 34. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang
and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
60 stimuli pairs. Mean subjective preference scores for
AWGN, pink and babble are shown in Figs. 30–32, respec-
tively. Results show that use of MMSE magnitude estima-
tion in the RI-modulation framework provided some
improvement compared to spectral subtraction. Results
also show that a further, but small, improvement was
achieved using MMSE RI-modulation magnitude estima-
tion with SPU. As found for MME in Paliwal et al.
(2012), use of log-magnitude for estimation in the RI-mod-
ulation framework provided only a small improvement
over RIMME, and generally did worse than RIM-
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Fig. 35. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with babble
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang
and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 36. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f)
LogRIMME.
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ME + SPU. Comparative scores were consistent across the
noise types. A supplementary comparison of RI-modula-
tion based method (see Appendix A), including RI-modu-
lation spectral subtraction with SPU (RISSub + SPU),
also showed that RIMME + SPU and logRIMME to
improve upon the quality of RIMME as well as RISSub-
based methods.

Objective results in terms of mean PESQ scores and seg-
mental SNRs have been included in Figs. 33–38. These
plots show little difference in scores between the different
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Fig. 37. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
pink noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f)
LogRIMME.
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Fig. 38. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
babble noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME; (e) RIMME + SPU; and (f)
LogRIMME.
RI-modulation framework methods investigated. These
results are inconsistent and contrary to the subjective
results recorded, and again indicate the inability of these
objective measures to distinguish between the types of dis-
tortions present in processed stimuli.

Spectrograms of an example utterance and AWGN have
also been included as Fig. 39. Here we see that RISSub
removes more background noise but also introduces a lot
of distortions seen as the dark horizontal smears. These
are not present in the RIMME-based stimuli. Of these,
Fig. 39. Spectrograms of sp10 utterance, “The sky that morning was clear
and bright blue”, by a male speaker from the Noizeus speech corpus: (a)
clean speech; (b) speech degraded by AWGN at 5 dB SNR; and noisy
speech enhanced using: (c) RISSub (Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RIMME;
(e) RIMME + SPU; and (f) LogRIMME.
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the RIMME + SPU appears to have less background noise
present, supporting the higher subjective scores recorded
for RIMME + SPU compared to RIMME and
LogRIMME.
6. Evaluation of intelligibility

In the above sections, we have investigated the quality of
stimuli enhanced using various modulation domain based
methods. In this section, we include a subjective evaluation
of the intelligibility of all of the modulation domain based
methods investigated. For this purpose, we make use of the
consonant corpus. This corpus includes six stop conso-
nants [b,d,g,k,p, t], each placed in a vowel–consonant–
vowel (VCV) context. The carrier sentence for this corpus
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is “hear aCa now”. Each sentence is recorded for 4 different
speakers (two male and two female).

For this experiment, each of the 24 sentences of the cor-
pus, corrupted with 5 dB AWGN, were enhanced using
each of the methods considered in this work. Including
clean and noisy stimuli, this resulted in each listener hear-
ing 264 sentences. Five listeners participated in the experi-
ment, and mean recognition scores are shown in Fig. 40.

Since only 5 dB of AWGN was added to stimuli, noisy
consonants were very intelligible, resulting in very high
recognition rates. All enhanced stimuli show some reduc-
tion in intelligibility due to distortions introduced by pro-
cessing. This is a well known problem in speech
enhancement, and the effect is pronounced for the conso-
nant corpus, where the carrier sentence does not provide
context that assists listeners to guess the words they hear.
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Fig. 43. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIM-
ME + SPU; and (g) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 44. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with pink
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang
and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIMME + SPU;
and (g) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 42. Mean subjective preference scores (%) for (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded at 5 dB); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIMME + SPU; and (g) LogRIMME.
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Of particular interest in these results is the very low recog-
nition rates of MME. While listening tests comparing sen-
tences processed by MME and RIMME showed minimal
difference in quality, with MME often preferred, this exper-
iment indicates that there is in fact an important difference
between the two. The inclusion of acoustic phase process-
ing in the RIMME method has resulted in speech where
some of the finer harmonics have been enhanced, improv-
ing the crispness and intelligibility of RIMME and RIM-
ME + SPU speech. Results of an objective intelligibility
experiment, where intelligibility is predicted using the
speech transmission index (STI) of Drullman et al. (1994)
has been included in Fig. 41. Results here also show an
improvement in intelligibility of RIMME and RIM-
ME + SPU stimuli over the intelligibility of MME and
MME + SPU stimuli. It is, however, noted that the intelli-
gibility of SSub stimuli is predicted to be higher than for
other treatment types at low input SNRs. This result is
inconsistent with subjective results which show very low
intelligibility for SSub stimuli. With the exception of SSub,
objective scores predict RIMME + SPU to have the high-
est intelligibility of all treatment types investigated.
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Fig. 45. Mean PESQ scores for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with babble
noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub (Zhang
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and (g) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 46. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
AWGN); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIM-
ME + SPU; and (g) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 47. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
pink noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIM-
ME + SPU; and (g) LogRIMME.
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Fig. 48. Mean segmental SNRs for: (a) clean; (b) noisy (degraded with
babble noise); and stimuli generated using the treatment types: (c) RISSub
(Zhang and Zhao, 2011); (d) RISSub + SPU; (e) RIMME; (f) RIM-
ME + SPU; and (g) LogRIMME.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the suitability of the
RI-modulation framework for speech enhancement and
proposed its use with MMSE magnitude estimation for
improved speech quality. As found using the modulation
AMS framework, the (proposed) MMSE RI-modulation
magnitude estimation improved the quality of the pro-
cessed stimuli compared to spectral subtraction in the RI-
modulation framework, and the use of SPU provided some
additional improvement. Results of subjective experiments
evaluating spectral subtraction and MMSE magnitude esti-
mation approaches in the RI-modulation framework,
showed that stimuli had similar or reduced quality com-
pared to those generated using the same approaches in
the modulation AMS framework. These results suggest
that while the RI-modulation framework did work well,
the theoretical advantages have not significantly impacted
on the overall quality of processed speech compared to
those generated using the modulation AMS framework.
However, there is a clear benefit in terms of improved intel-
ligibility compared to MME.
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Appendix A. RI-modulation evaluation including

RISSub + SPU

In Section 5, different enhancement approaches imple-
mented in the RI-modulation framework were compared
to investigate which approach is more effective in this
framework. In this appendix we include, for completeness,
some additional experiments which also include RI-modu-
lation spectral subtraction with speech presence uncer-
tainty (RISSub + SPU). This method initially applies
spectral subtraction in the RI-modulation framework (as
described in Section 5.1) to estimate the clean modulation
magnitude spectrum jbSRð‘; k;mÞj as given by Eq. (30).
The estimate is then compensated for speech presence
uncertainty (SPU) by applying /Rð‘; k;mÞ as given by Eq.
(23) to jbSRð‘; k;mÞj, before reconstructing the speech signal.
Parameters used in the construction of stimuli are consis-
tent with those used for RISSub, namely an AFD of
25 ms, AFS of 2.5 ms, MFD of 120 ms, MFS of 15 ms,
s ¼ 1 for subtraction in the modulation magnitude spectral
domain, and a subtraction factor q based on Berouti et al.
(1979). Here, a spectral floor b of 0.003 was preferred. Sim-
ilar to MME and RIMME based methods, the initial noise
estimate for RISSub + SPU was found by averaging mod-
ulation magnitude spectra during the initial silence frames,
then updated during speech absence using an averaging
rule (as given by Eq. (27)). Speech presence (or absence)
was determined by a log-likelihood based VAD (Sohn
et al., 1999), as described by Eqs. (28) and (29) in
Section 3.2.

Figs. 43–48 show the mean PESQ scores and segmental
SNRs across the Noizeus corpus, for each treatment type,
corrupting noise type, and input SNR. As can be seen,
RISSub + SPU was found to work well at very low input
SNRs (especially for white and pink noise types), but did
not score as well at higher input SNRs.

A subjective test for each noise type was also conducted
using a similar procedure to that described in Section 5.2
by one listener. Each test used two sentences (sp10 and
sp27) corrupted with 5 dB of (AWGN, pink or babble)
noise, resulting in 84 stimuli pairs being heard in each of
the three listening tests. Mean preference scores are shown
in Fig. 42. RISSub + SPU stimuli were found to have very
good noise suppression, with significantly lower musical
noise than RISSub. For AWGN, RISSub + SPU is indi-
cated to have a higher preference to RIMME, but RIM-
ME + SPU and LogRIMME are still preferred over all
treatment types investigated. This improved preference
for RISSub + SPU is attributed to the better noise suppres-
sion compared to RIME, while having only low level musi-
cal noise. RISSub + SPU stimuli does, however, introduce
an echoed distortion to speech. For AWGN, this distortion
is less noticeable compared to residual background noise
present in RIME. For other noise types, however, this
distortion is annoying such that it no longer is preferred
over RIMME.
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